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The inclusive e-parliament model 

 
Exclusion, inclusion and democratic participation in the information sphere of European 

parliaments  
 

The main idea of the research was to describe an e-parliament model combined with the idea 

of social inclusion. The starting point was that acces to political information has increased in 

paralel with the new information freedom acts in Europe. As part of this positive process 

European national parliaments has developed their e-parliament programmes. New forms of 

information and participation opportunities were born. In the contrary to the optimistic 

expectations, this research focused on the problem that possibly significant parts of the 

society are excluded from these direct parliamentary-political information and participation.  

The main thesis was that modern democracies could develop to a growing citizen’s 

participation scenario, but this is blocked by political-information exclusion. Part of the 

solution could be an inclusion model of e-parliaments. The basic concept can be described in 

the theoretical frames of Marshall’s theory of citizenship, which contains civil, social and 

political rights. The main institution of political rights is the parliament thus a parliamentary 

research could show the changinges in the political dimension of citizenship well. This theory 

was combined with the more evidence based social exclusion concept by Josh Bergman. In 

social exclusion theory, the same rights described by Marshall, are examined as lack of 

political activity, work, social activity or income. It’s important that the rights and the 

different exclusions are connected to each other. In other words in case of any exclusion 

citizenship is not fulfilled. An additional theoretical approach, e-democracy theories were also 

used. The final questions of e-demomcracy theories, how citizens can contribute to the 

political agenda and how can participate in the political decision making process after the 

elections. The answer for these questions  could also be the inclusive e-parliament model. As 

part of the dissertation an empirical research was made through a survey with the 

involvement of European national parliaments.  In this empirical research, good practicies 

were described and later used as parts of the inclusive e-parliament model. According to this 

survey main information channels in connection with citizens are the parliamenatry 



webpages. In paralel to this, traditional ways of transferring the parliamentary information 

(parliamentary tv and radio broadcasting, paper based documents etc.) are decreasing.  

Main findings 

Highly expected but still in question whether modern democracies could develop to a growing 

citizen participation scenario. On the other hand, there is some experience in Europe that this 

scenario could be realistic as well. The main finding of the dissertation is the inclusive e-

parliament model.  

In general the inclusive e-parliament model connects the new information and partcipation 

forms to the traditional parliamentary institutions. This way citizens can be better informed 

and could make use of the new participation opportunities in the key functions of parliaments 

(legislation, controll of government and political debate). Different excluded groups, for 

example disabled people, elderly, people living in remoted areas are targeted by different 

information channels including web based and traditional channels. Focus and discussion 

groups and panels are also used. Younger generations are targeted by youth parliamentary 

webpages and offline parliamentary participation and education programmes, simulation 

games. Mobilcommunication tools are also recommended. Important element is the online 

parliamentary citizen’s e-forum where all citizens can discuss and propose modifications to 

the parlimentary proposals in a web based platform in different stages of legislaton. The 

citizen’s e-petition is also an important part of the model. This is the new way of how 

citizen’s can influence the political agenda. Cititen’s proposals are connected to web based 

parliamentary e-forums where new e-petition proposals can be discussed. Citizen’s proposals 

in parliament are sponsored by a citizen’s rapporteaur who is an MP and member of the 

Petition committee. 

Altough the  inclusive e-parliament model does not constitute a new e-democracy model but 

describes an evidence based and theoretically framed European e-parliament model 

strongly combined with the social inclusion in this field. 

 

 


